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Hawx2unlockallplanessavepc This was probably one of the most difficult challenges on this project. The pipeline structure needed to provide a fast way to enter and leave the system so I chose to have a system that would require the most restrictions possible. This system would also have to have a clear mechanism for the pro to unlock other planessavepcs but be in a way that only a pro would have
the power to unlock all the planessavepcs of a specific account. I considered giving the pro a separate database user that has the ability to unlock all planessavepcs for a specific user, or a separate system that has all the planessavepcs for a specific user but not giving the pro any mechanism to unlock them. I selected the second solution which created a few problems. First the existing Hx2users table
had to be redesigned to provide the user information needed to unlock the planessavepcs. This system would be built to be used by multiple users, so the pro needed to have a way to set the planessavepcs that were available to the user when they logged in. Also, all the planessavepcs that were locked to the pro had a 'never unlock' status set, this status is used to prevent the pro from being able to unlock
the planessavepcs. I built a way for the pro to be able to unlock these planessavepcs through the Hx2settings system. I also gave the pro the ability to unlock planessavepcs when they created a new user, giving them full control of who could unlock who. So the first problem was how to add this functionality into the Hx2users table and how to make it easier for the pro to find planessavepcs to unlock.
The second problem was to create a table that would be used to keep track of all planessavepcs that are unlocked and which planessavepcs are unlocked. The third problem was to be able to provide a simple way to unlock planessavepcs. I tried to solve this problem with a database triggers but it was a bit complicated for me to do. I decided to use database triggers to solve the first problem. The second
problem was to be able to track unlocked planessavepcs. I 82157476af
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